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NEVI FILEr.UGRATION SYSTEM

OVer the past few months the Centre has been developing a
new File Migration System (FMS) to replace t.he existing system
which has been running now since 1974.
The FMSprovides
facilities for users to store files fram their on-line area in an
archive and retrieve them at a later date.
The system is
necessary because there is generally never sufficient .available
~ce on on-line public disk areas to allow all users to keep all
their files at any o~e time.
The existing system suffers from several deficiencies which
the new system was designed to overccme. The new PMS is much
cheaper to use and resp:>nse is virtually instantaneous to all
commands except for retrievals from archive which should not take
more than two hours.
The new FMS is now available for testing on both the KL10
and KAl0 camputerse
Users are invited to try the system and
report any problems. During the period of testing the existing
FMS will continue to run as usual and users are advised to
continue to use the existing FMS for archival of files which they
do not want to lose because we cannot guarantee that files
archived via the new FMS will be preserved during this period.
However, the risk of losing files is hopefully not great and we
do therefore, hope that users will help us test the new PMoS so
that we may uncover any problems in the shortest possble time.

The new FMS has been tested already fairly intensively
within the Centre and we aim to replace the existing system over
the weekend of the 21st and 2200 April depending on the results
of public testing.
At the time of changeover we propose to
incorporate all files in the existing archive into the new system
following same preliminary clearing out of files. We will thus:
(a)

Skim fran the existing archive

files that have
months,

not been

to magnetic tap: all
accessed for at least 12

(b)

create off-line directories fran the remaining
files,

{c}

delete the old directories.

archive

Subsequently, if it turns out that any users need any of the
files sldrrmed to tape """'e will restore t..'1em upon request.
We will confirm, via

wrICE~TI{T,

1

the changeover date.

The new FMS provides substantially the same facilities as
the old,
users should p~ve few difficulties adapting to it.
Some existing commands have been deleted and same new ones added$
A comprehensive description of all commands and switches is
available in the file lJJC:FMSCOM.DOC. It is about eight pages
long.
In this article we will describe only the major features
and differences.
Probably the most important difference is that the new FMS
is much cheaper to use. In the old system it was not possible to
exit an FMS corrrnand via "'C; in the new system "c will cause the
command to terminate quickly and clearly. Two commands OLIST and
OKILL have been removed and one ccrnmand ORENAME has been added
@

The new FMS command list is:
a
a
a
a

fi1e(s) to the archive
file(s) from the archive
file(s) from the archive
ODELETE
file in the archive
ORENAME
ODlREC'IORY to list the off-line directory
ARCHIVE
RERIEVE

Any unique abbreviations may be substituted as at present.
OUr ing the per iad of testing, commands to the new FMS can
not be entered directly to the lV1(l\lITOR as in the existing FMS.
Instead the user must run the program FMSCOM, and then give the
command, e.9 •
• R FMSCOM
*ARCHIVE filename

After the changeover date, the command will be simply
.ARCHIVE filename
In the new FMS, files which are archived disappear fram the
user area immediately;
therefore the old /RENAME switch is no
In the new FMS the /PRESERVE switch causes the
longer required
fi1e(s) concerned to be copied bnmediately so the response to the
command depends only on the time taken to copy the files.
RETRIEVE commands are quer ied as before but the response to the
command is immediate and files will be retrieved to the user#s
area within two hours. ORENAME allows renaming of files in the
off-line area to be done in the same manner as for on-line files.
&

For ccmpar ioon, here are two ccmma.nd sequences for the old
and new FMS.
They are to do the same thing; namel~b more
ABC.FOR off-line freeing
the on~line
space
immediately,
retrieving XYZ.CBL from the off~line area but leaving it there as
well, and getting a directory of all off-line files.

2

Old FMS

New FMS

sARC ABCQ FOR/R

eR Fr~COM (test period
*ARC ABCQFOR

• RET XYZ. CBL!P

.mIR

""RET

Ol'l~y)

xyz. caL/p

*ODIR
*"C

Please tryout the nevi FM.S.
If you have any comments,
suggestions, questions or probla1'!s please contact either John
Barker on extension J016 or me on ~~tension 3022&

r·ia!' k Johnson

2.13

FORTRAN DOUBLE PRECISION ON THE KL10

A detailed explanation of the differences between the
fortran library version 5 and it~s successor version 5A was
pr inted in Newsletter N-231 on July 17th 1978. It \<i,'O.S explained
then that IKAl0 ~litch was necessary when compiling programs on
the KL to be run with version S of FORLIB r then on 8TD:, and not
for use with version SA, then on NEW:. Our intention to make
version SA standard over the Christmas break was also mentioned.
(We reminded users of this on 4th December .. )
It is now necessary to discard any .REL files produced on
the KA system or compiled with the IKAl0 switch if the program
uses double precision.. Programs which have been WADed and SAVEd
(ie oEXE files) will still be correct, but the speed and
precision improvement (see N-23l) ",,'QuId make
recompilation
desirable.
C. C. de Voil
extension 3023

Sort V4 has been implemented on NEW~ A doctmentation file
DOC :SORr.DOC is available with details of this new release and
NEW:SORT4HLP is an abbreviate::] surrrnary of the usage details@
Briefly, this version incllrles a ntmlber of maintenance
patches and an additional feature to allow the definition of
alternate collatir~ sequences. P..dditional facilities also exist
in the use of Sort within Fortrari programs.
3
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E'or further details, see the .roc file. Since the release
of this version, additional patches v particularly relating to the
comp:trison of EBCDIC keys in the middle of a word
These patches
have not been implemented. If this or any other problem affects
any user p please contact the author.
0

ehr is de Vail
extension 3023

4e0

KAl0 BATCH STATION 2

Cards to be read onto the KAl0 can no longer be read on
through Batch Station 2. cards delivered to the Ha\'tI'ken Receipt
and Disp:ttch ~Iea will be read on through the main card readers y
so output resul ting frem SPI-lINT and BATCH will default to the
main line printer.
Users who explicitly want output to be
printed on the lower case printer will need to print the file
explicitly, e.g@
$'IOPS10

.PRI LPTS2:=FlLE.EXT

or use the switch /LOC:2 on Lhe $JOB card.
Bryan Claire
extension 3938

5. 0

L

VG SYSTE.M

An error in the index program V'GIDX has been corrected~

error occurred
(VGEDIT) e
The
master file~

after
bug

particalar

sequences

of

The

editing

in no way affected t.'1e integrity of the

been revised and now runs less
expensively for meditm to large files (1000 + records) ~ A
small saving tvill also be noticed
users with smaller
files0

2G

'ifuEDIT and v'GUPD have

3.

VGBIS and VGCI'R
(i) VGBIB has t\'\!O

functions.
Its first function is to
produce an auxilIary index usiThJ any field (
nomina ted.
It is possible to include more than one field in the
index produced.
This index is alpha sorte:L If for
example 1 a field contained all the
II subj ec ts"
a
WI studene i 'l,vas enrollej
ff then an index record
be
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generated for ~ery i'subject" for that ilstuCIent" and the
same for every "student" on the file. In this example
each "subject" would have to be separated by a space or
a comma etc.
Warning:
VGBIB can produce some very
large indices and thus may be expensive for the purpose.

(ii) The other option of VGBIB is to produce a file for
frequency counting. A field or fields are ncminated aoo
a file is produced that is processed by VGCrRo
This
gives the frequency of occurrences of each element in
the nominated field{s).
For example it would
be
possible to count the number of II stu:1ents l! doing each
"subject'fi in a file so constructed.
For further information contact
extension 3943.

6 f2i
0

the

Program

Librarian

on

TIMES OF OPERATION

From MJnday Apr il 2nd the times of operation for the

will be as

Centre

follows~-

For tbnesharing users,
Monday to Thur sddy - 8 15 am to 11 f2if2i pm
$

@

Friday -

9.0~

am to 11300

pm.

For batch users the Hawken Batch Station will operate from
8.121121 am tD 11.1210 pm and the Ccmmerce Batch Station will operate
frcm 9~12J0 am to 5.00 pn daily. These times 'Viill apply for users
connected to either the K~!1l or KL10 computer
0

JeW. Barker
extension 3016

7.10

ADDITIONS TO PROGRAl.'4 LIBRARY

Fifty-one programs \vritten by
or
for
Professor
WQ
Stephenson, and intended primarily for use by biologists" have
been placed in the Computer Centre Library.
Each program is
available for copying by .COPY~TA~Filename.Extn. The programs
supplement those in STATPACK
and
include
these
groups~
PrelDninary
operations
on
data if
standard
statistics l
transformations and staooardisations, diversities, time series
5
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analyses, 'flux', programs related to ClliSTR and to CONVRI',
plotting as for publication, and processing examination results.
For documentation
roc :WSPR()G e roc

.PRINT

DOC:WSPROG.DOC

or

• TYPE

Eileen Lander
extension 3941

8.0 OOCUMENT PREPARATION SERVICE
The Centre is trying to promote the use of text processing;
that is the preparation of docunents with the aid of the
computer. To this end we have offered two courses on using
Runoff on the PDP H) system and a third course is scheduled soon.
We have recently received an enquiry into whether we would
provide a document preparation service itself. That is a service
for initial preparation of a document or the editing and
correcting of a document.
We believe the use of Runoff to be benefical for manuals,
lecture notes, reports etc. which require frequent revision. A
document preparation service may help many people who do not have
the time or expertise to prepare their own information this way.
In order to provide such a service the Centre would need to
know the likely demands and possibility of usage.
WOuld
interested users please contact Sarah Barry (extension 3941).
She will be happy to discuss b~e possibility of this service or
help interested users.

'* '* '*
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